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Ontological Explanation of “Predication” in Mulla Sadra and Allameh Tabatabaei’s points of view

Siavash Asadi 1*, Reza Akbarian 2, Mohammad Saeidi Mehr 3, Lotfollah Nabavi 4

(Received: 27 May 2013; Accepted: 23 Sep. 2013)

Abstract

This paper intends to find an answer to the problematic description of the difference between Mulla Sadra and Allameh Tabatabaei’s views on the ontological explanation of “predication” and also, tries to find the origin of this difference. Since subject and predicate are different degrees of one existence in Mulla Sadra’s philosophical structure, the reality of predication is the union of two things with one existence; moreover, the sufficient condition for a valid predication is a kind of causal relation between subject and predicate. But in Allameh’s philosophical structure, the in-itself existence of the subject differs with the predicate’s one; so, they are not unitary existence. But the “existence for something else” of predicate is united in “existence for itself” of subject and makes a relationship between them through copulative existence.

Keywords: Allameh Tabatabaei, copulative existence, existence by itself, Mulla Sadra, predication.
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The Dependence of Denotation on Volition in Avicenna and Khajih nassir Tousi’s View’s
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(Received: 10 April 2013; Accepted: 23 Sep. 2013)

Abstract

Some logicians as Avicenna, Khaja Nasir al-Din Tusi, and Dabiran Katebi believe that denotation (dilala) is dependent on volition (irada), and as long as there is no volition, there is no denotation. Some others like Qutb al-Din Razi completely reject this idea and maintain that denotation merely depends on “knowledge of designation” (al-ilm bi al-wad’). Some of Methodologicians of jurisprudence have presented a new interpretation of Avicenna and Khaja Nasir al-Din Tusi’s views. This article tries to check these views and shows that Qutb al-Din Razi’s view is right.
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In Defense of Paul Horwich's Theory of Meaning against Critics
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(Received: 21 Feb. 2013; Accepted: 23 Sep. 2013)

Abstract

To complete “the use theory of meaning”, Paul Horwich put forward a new thesis upon which some usages of a word have explanatory role and justify the overall use-regularities of that word. These specific usages have a basic acceptance property which makes them believable in user’s belief system and, like a semantic axiom, make other usages justified. But, there are still some usages that cannot be explained. In this article, at first, through conceptual and logical method, we prove that although acceptance property justifies main usages of the word, for non-usual usages of the word, some properties similar to acceptance property can be assumed. Secondly, we try to find some connection between these properties through suggesting that manifestation of acceptance property has a crucial role in determining common meaning of a word and its other meanings. Finally, we make a distinction between acceptance property and other properties of a word by supposing that only acceptance property is non-intentional.

Keywords: acceptance property, non-intentional property, Paul Horwich, theory of meaning usage.
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Relation of Material World to *Dahr* World: A New Interpretation

Ebrahim Khany ¹, Reza Mohammadzadeh ²

(Received: 25 Feb. 2013; Accepted: 23 Sep. 2013)

Abstract

In this paper, we try to determine the status of the relation between Dahr world and material world. The conclusion shows the subjective duality and objective unity of Dahr and material entities. Two interpretations of this duality can be suggested. In the first interpretation, this unity, and the duality supposed, are explained on the basis of different intellectual cognition of immaterial and material creatures. Concerning the deficiency of this interpretation, a second interpretation is offered in which on the basis of the role and contribution of the concept of manifestation, the real unity of Dahr entities and those of material world would be explained.

Keywords: *Dahr* world, material universe, Motion, Mulla Sadra.
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J.L. Mackie's Critique on Moral Realism
Somaye Rabiei 1*, Hamidreza Ziyaei 2
(Received: 27 Nov. 2013; Accepted: 7 May 2014)

Abstract
One of the most significant issues in Meta-ethics is moral realism, which has been criticized so much. One of the main criticisms of it has been offered by J.L. Mackie. He believes that moral properties depend upon our feelings and emotions and they don't refer to reality; so, they have no causal explanation and cannot give us any knowledge. Therefore any judgment about moral properties is fundamentally wrong. In this article, at first, Mackie's “error theory” will be considered. Then, considering the conceptual and existential assertions, which are the bedrocks of his idea, and also the “error theory” that John Locke had developed before him, Mackie's theory will be examined. In addition, it will be shown that the subjectivism of moral values faces many different challenges.

Keywords: Mackie’s error theory, Moral realism, Moral values, primary qualities, secondary qualities.
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The Unity of Divine Acts in Mulla Sadra’s Philosophical System

Alimohamad Sajedi ¹, Fatemeh Zare ²

(Received: 11 May 2013; Accepted: 23 Sep. 2013)

Abstract

In this research, the methodology of which is descriptive-inferential, our problem is the role of the unity of divine acts in Mulla Sadra’s transcendent philosophy and the evaluation of his arguments on it. In this regard, after explaining the concept of “unity of divine acts”, we show that since the boundaries of Sadra’s philosophical system approaches speculative mysticism, Sadra’s system in solving the Unity problems transcends Avicenna’s philosophical system. Finally, we prove that the corollaries of the theory of unity of divine acts, such as the theory of union of existence, free will and divine foreknowledge, and etc., are appropriately explained by Sadra’s philosophical system.

Keywords: Avicenna, Mulla sadra, transcendent philosophy, unity, divine acts.
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Introduction to and Edition of al-Abhari’s Tahrir al-Dala’il fi Taqrir al-Masa’il

Mahdi Azimi 1

(Received: 23 Oct. 2013; Accepted: 7 May 2014)

Abstract

Athir al-Din al-Abhari has a treatise bibliographies have called “Thamani ‘Ashra Mas’ala fi al-Kalam” (i.e., 18 Problems in Theology) or “al-Mas’il” (i.e. The Problems), but our findings show that its real name is “Tahrir al-Dalail fi Taqrir al-Masa’il” (i.e. The Introduction of Arguments for the Establishment of the Problems). The treatise, which is presumably his only writing in Kalam, contains 18 theological problems that are more-or-less compatible with the 20 problems which al-Gazzali introduces in Tahafut al-Falasifa. In most of the problems, al-Abhari defends Ash’rite school against Muslim Philosophers and Mu’tazilis. In this article, on the basis of Ibn Taimiyya’s testimony, Abhari’s style of writing, and his philosophical thoughts, I prove the authenticity of his treatise. Also, I edit it through the median method according to the Raghib Pasha 1461, Majlis 1830, Mar’ashi 35/59’s manuscripts all of which presumably have been copied in 11th century A.H.
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Mulla Sadra’s Views on the Possibility of Extracting Multiple Concepts from a Single Aspect in the Theory of Unity of Divine Attributes

Muhammad-Hossein Vafaiyan 1*, Hassan Ebrahimi 2

(Received: 22 Jan. 2013; Accepted: 7 May 2014)

Abstract

The identity and unity of the Divine attributes in Mulla Sadra’s view is based on the possibility of extraction of multiple concepts from a single aspect of an instance. This possibility is not compatible with the unity of the concept with its referent and is not also compatible with the denotation of concepts. In this article, the unity of God’s Essence and attributes is the main assumption behind the possibility of extracting multiple concepts from a single aspect of an instance. This article investigates Sadra’s views concerning the reference of God’s attributes to a single mode of expression. Then it deals with the debate of extracting multiple concepts from a single aspect of an instance and the contradiction in which Sadra himself is involved. Next, the possibility of the extraction of multiple concepts from a single aspect in the discussion of God’s attributes using an analytic method is demonstrated.

Keywords: extraction of concepts, mode of absoluteness, mode of causation, mode of determination, Mulla Șadra.
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